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Abstract: Spinal bracing is a common non-surgical technique that allows clinicians to prevent and correct malformations or injuries of a patient's spinal column. This review will explore the current standards of practice on spinal brace utilization. Specifically, it will highlight bracing usage in traumatic injuries, pregnancy, pediatrics, osteoporosis, and hyperkyphosis; address radiological findings concurrent with brace usage; and provide an overview of the braces currently available and advancements in the field. In doing so, we aim to improve clinicians' understanding and knowledge of bracing in common spinal pathologies to promote their appropriate use and improve patient outcomes.
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1. Introduction

Traumatic spine injuries leading to spinal fractures, dislocations, and spinal cord injuries have increased in recent years [1]. The increase has been ascribed to a growing population and rising incidence of traumatic events such as motor vehicle accidents or falls [2]. Further, a uniting factor of these distinct pathologies is the necessity of prompt stabilization to promote expedited recovery [3,4]. Currently, various types of braces are available for spinal injury patients, ranging from soft-cervical collars to skeletal skull traction and halo vests, each with a distinct application [5]. Soft-cervical collars are the most common brace used to limit neck movement and reduce pain [6]. They are typically used in cases of mild to moderate neck pain such as whiplash injury, following a spinal injury, or surgery [6]. Conversely, skeletal skull traction is used to reduce fractures or dislocations of the neck and limit movement of the head and neck [7]. Lastly, halo vests are used to provide stabilization for fractures or dislocations of the cervical spine, and to reduce compression of the spinal cord [8].

Spinal bracing has many indications and applications ranging from prehospital care to hospital care to long-term, chronic care [9,10]. Some radiological findings also identify the need for brace usage [3,11]. Imaging techniques such as radiographs and CT scans can determine the nature of acute trauma pathology such as a fracture or dislocation which may indicate brace usage [3]. Imaging can also describe chronic pathologies such as scoliosis, where bracing can be used as a conservative measure in the initial stage, as an adjunct to surgery, or as a definitive treatment [3].

These are just a few of the many diverse and growing applications of spinal bracing currently in use. Because there is such expansive knowledge and contexts of use for spinal braces, we aim to offer a comprehensive review of literature for clinicians who wish to familiarize and deepen their understanding of bracing techniques and uses available.
2. Methods of Literature Search

An initial query of the PubMed/MEDLINE database was conducted using the terms “Spine”[Mesh] AND “Braces”[Mesh] AND (“Indications” OR “Radiological Findings” OR “Imaging” OR “Innovation” OR “New”). Further references were gathered from the bibliographies of the resulting articles. The query and subsequent search resulted in articles spanning the years 1964 to 2022. All research outputs were evaluated for their relevance to the topic and special consideration was placed on articles dilatating the current standards of practice and indications for spinal orthoses for spinal injury patients. Out of scope, redundant, and nonclinical papers were excluded from review.

3. Spinal Bracing Practices en Route to the ER

Spine bracing is a major staple of emergency medical services (EMS). The primary aim of bracing in EMS is to restrict movement, thereby preventing the progression of an existing spinal injury (SI) or development of a second SI, which can occur while moving an unknowingly damaged spinal column during patient transport and initial treatment [12,13]. Two common instances that warrant emergent spinal bracing include whiplash following a motor vehicle accident (MVA) or suspected SI after a fall [12,14]. In these cases of prehospital trauma, EMTs and paramedics use a long backboard and cervical collar immediately following manual C-spine stabilization [15]. EMS historically prioritizes prehospital bracing [13,14]. However, in recent years, the efficacy of these braces has been questioned due to the lack of evidence-based research on prehospital spinal bracing [16,17]. Further, recent studies found that pre-hospital bracing heightens the risk for pulmonary restriction [18–20], decubitus ulceration [21,22], and increased intracranial pressure [14,23–26]. A randomized control trial (RCT) by Dixon et al. also demonstrated that patient extrication maneuvers with equipment, including cervical collars, resulted in four times more cervical spine movement than self-extrication without bracing equipment [27]. These new findings have been followed by a shift to systematically grade the need for prehospital bracing on a case-by-case basis, partially influenced by the National Emergency X-Radiography Utilization Study Group (NEXUS) and the Canadian C-Spine rules (CCR), which are both used in hospital settings [21,28,29]. Other studies are beginning to compare the prehospital use of soft versus rigid cervical braces [26]. Notably, a systematic review and meta-analysis by Backer et al. published in the European Spine Journal in 2022 suggested that soft cervical collars be the standard as they had fewer complications [26]. The increased efficacy of soft collars is an unprecedented recommendation, given that rigid collars or a combination of semi-rigid collars with bolsters or straps have been the standard since their inception in the 1960s [12,14]. More research is important to elucidate best standards of practice.


Following a trauma patient’s arrival to the ER, the importance of spine immobilization and imaging persists. Patients with direct cervical, maxillofacial, or head trauma will automatically warrant both cervical restriction and imaging [13]. Stable patients sustaining indirect, penetrating, or blunt trauma are judged on a case-by-case basis [13]. Often, emergency departments anecdotally use the context surrounding the traumatic event to determine the need for cervical spine bracing and imaging. Common circumstances where cervical bracing and imaging will likely be obtained include high-speed MVA (≥35 mph), a death at the scene of the MVA, a fall from a height ≥10 feet, significant intracranial injury or skull fracture on head CT, any neurological signs/symptoms, and pelvic fractures. These guidelines are based on the aforementioned NEXUS and CCR, which the American College of Surgeons recommends be used to guide cervical bracing and imaging practices [13]. NEXUS and CCR criteria for cervical spine imaging are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. If the patient does not meet any of the NEXUS or CCR criteria for imaging, then they may be cleared and removed from C-spine bracing [13].
Table 1. NEXUS criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging of the Cervical Spine Is Recommended with Any of the Following NEXUS Criteria Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Midline spinal tenderness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Intoxication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Altered level of consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Focal neurological deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Distracting injury</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. CCR criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Imaging of the Cervical Spine Is Recommended with Any of the Following CCR Criteria Present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Age &gt; 65 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Fall from &gt; 3 feet or 5 stairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Axial load to the head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• MVC over 100 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Motorized recreational vehicle crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bicycle collision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Paresthesia in extremities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Inability to rotate neck &lt; 45°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NEXUS and CCR had a 99% and 100% sensitivity, respectively, for catching clinically significant cervical spine injuries in their initial studies [11,30]. However, the NEXUS and CCR may not be applicable to all patients, notably elderly and pediatric populations. A 2017 retrospective review found that the NEXUS criteria sensitivity decreases to 94.8% when applied to older adults [31]. Another study found that up to 20% of their older patients with a C-spine fracture reported no pain on initial presentation and denied tenderness to palpation on examination [32]. This is particularly unsettling as the geriatric population is especially vulnerable to musculoskeletal injury due to the age-related decrease in overall bone density [33]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34]. When addressing pediatric patients with suspected SI, the NEXUS and CCR are effective, however, caution is recommended for children younger than 2 years old [35–38]. Thus, liberal imaging is recommended over the consideration of NEXUS or CCR criteria in patients older than 55 with suspected SI [31,32,34].
may become the standard criteria for cervical restriction and imaging as it incorporates the best of both the NEXUS and original CCR.

Once the need for imaging is established, a computed tomography (CT) is performed to identify any C-spine fractures [34]. The cervical CT is superior to cervical spine radiographs for patients with suspected blunt cervical SI and is recommended for use by the ACS [34,42]. Following imaging with CT, follow-up imaging with MRI may be warranted, especially if spine surgery is indicated based on CT results [34]. The MRI is most effective at detecting soft tissue injuries, notably contusion or compression of the spinal cord by disc herniation, bone fragments, or hematomas; see Figure 1 [34].

The ACS recommends that providers consider an MRI if their patients have neck pain disproportionately greater than what is initially found on CT imaging [34]. Particular attention should also be given to patients with neurologic symptoms and a GCS less than 15, as these factors were strong predictors of cervical soft tissue injuries [34,43]. If no pathology is found on imaging, the patient may be cleared from C-spinal restriction and their cervical collar may be removed [13].

If a vertebral fracture or soft tissue injury is detected on imaging, the spine surgeon must determine whether to follow operative or nonoperative treatment methods. The determination of treatment depends on spinal column stability, with nonoperative treatments such as bracing used for stable injuries [44]. Spinal instability occurs when the components of the bony spinal column (including joints and ligaments), spinal muscles, or neuronal feedback mechanisms are damaged or disturbed [45]. Determination of spinal stability should be assessed along with a full motor and sensory exam [46,47]. The American Spinal Injury Association (ASIA) score can be used to classify any neurological impairment in a standardized manner [48]. In determining spinal fracture stability, the physician may employ standardized classification systems including the 3-column model, the Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Score (TLICS), and the Subaxial Cervical Spine Injury Classification System (SLICS) [49,50]. The 3-column model developed by Denis et al. in 1976 was highly revered for its practicality and precision, but it is not without its limitations [51]. The 3-column model assesses the vertebra by dividing it into three coronal cross-sections: anterior, middle, and posterior. This approach notably acknowledges both the mutual inclusivity and independence of mechanical instability and progressive neurologic deterioration [52]. However, over time, the model was criticized for its oversimplicity as clinicians only considered two out of the three columns when determining stability, leading to overlooked injuries and improper treatment [49,51]. The 3-column model was
also created before the widespread use of MRIs, and thus does not account for ligamentous injuries with potential progression to instability [49,51]. The Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Score (TLICS) first conceptualized by the Spine Trauma Group and described by Vaccarro et al. in 2005 makes up for both of these limitations. The TLICS is an algorithmic scoring system that considers the morphology of the injury, the integrity of the posterior ligamentous complex, and the neurologic status of the patient [51]. It gives the physician a reliable, easy-to-use, and objective approach to determining spinal stability and whether or not to operate. The TLICS is points-based and summarized in Table 3. Points are given for certain abnormal findings on imaging or physical exam. Cases with a score of less than 4 are recommended to be managed nonoperatively while cases with a score greater than 4 indicate the need for surgical intervention. Cases with a score of exactly 4 may be operative or nonoperative. The decision to treat surgically must be made by the patient and spinal surgeon together after considering all factors such as medical comorbidities and prior injuries. The Subaxial Cervical Spine Injury Classification System (SLICS) was also developed by Vaccarro et al. and the Spine Trauma Group in 2007 and uses a similar points-based algorithmic approach for the assessment of cervical spine injuries. The SLICS is summarized in Table 4.

Table 3. Thoracolumbar Injury Classification System (TLICS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanism of Injury / Fracture Morphology</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Compression Fracture:</td>
<td>1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Burst Fracture:</td>
<td>2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Translational/rotational Injury:</td>
<td>3 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Distraction Injury:</td>
<td>4 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posterior Ligamentous Complex Integrity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intact:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Suspected/indeterminate:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Injured:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurologic Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intact:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nerve Root Injury:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Complete Cord Injury:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Incomplete Cord Injury:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cauda Equina Syndrome:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Nonoperative:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Operative:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Either:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the patient’s SLIC or TLIC score is less than 4 and the criteria for nonoperative treatment are met, a brace may be utilized. Cervical fractures that commonly warrant the use of bracing include isolated C1 fractures, certain C2 Hangman fractures (with less than 3 mm of displacement and no significant angulation), and isolated C2 dens Type I and III fractures [47]. These fractures can be treated with a rigid cervical collar or Halo brace [47]. Thoracolumbar fractures that commonly warrant bracing include anterior wedge compression fractures and fractures of non-load-bearing structures such as the spinous and transverse processes [49]. In these cases, a thoracolumbosacral orthosis (TLSO) may be used to achieve immobilization and facilitate healing. The length of bracing utilization may vary from patient to patient depending on several factors, including but not limited to the severity of the fracture, patient age, smoking history, and certain chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus [53–55]. As such, wear time duration in patients with vertebral fractures may vary but are generally recommended to be between 8 to 12 weeks with radiographs every 4 to 6 weeks to monitor progress [49].
Table 4. The Subaxial Cervical Spine Injury Classification System (SLICS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fracture Morphology</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No abnormality:</td>
<td>0 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Compression endplate disruption/vertebral body fracture:</td>
<td>1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Burst fracture:</td>
<td>2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Distraction Injury:</td>
<td>3 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Translational/rotational Injury:</td>
<td>4 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discoligamentous Complex</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intact:</td>
<td>0 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Indeterminate:</td>
<td>1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Disrupted:</td>
<td>2 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neurologic Status</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Intact:</td>
<td>0 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nerve Root Injury:</td>
<td>1 point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Complete Cord Injury:</td>
<td>2 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Incomplete Cord Injury:</td>
<td>3 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Continuous Cord Compression</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• With neurological deficit:</td>
<td>1 point</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Nonoperative:</td>
<td>&lt;4 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Operative:</td>
<td>&gt;4 points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Either:</td>
<td>=4 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Beyond the ER—Spinal Bracing for Spinal Deformities

Outside the emergency room and cases of acute trauma, spinal bracing is primarily utilized in managing and correcting spinal deformities [56]. Common causes of spinal deformity include scoliosis and hyperkyphosis.

6. Spinal Deformity—Scoliosis

6.1. Diagnosis and Bracing Indications

Scoliosis is a three-dimensional deviation of the spine axis and may present in children, adolescents, or adults [57]. Scoliosis may be primary degenerative, idiopathic, or secondary to disease processes such as osteoporosis or poliomyelitis [58]. Adolescent idiopathic presentation is the most frequent form of scoliosis [59,60]. Treatment for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis can be operative or nonoperative, largely depending on the extent of the deformity [59,60]. The conservative, nonoperative treatment method mainly relies on spinal bracing [60,61]. Scoliosis may be examined clinically using the Adam’s forward bending test or quantified by two measures, angle of trunk rotation (ATR) or Cobb angle. ATR is measured using a scoliometer while the Cobb angle is measured radiographically. The Cobb angle is the angle measured between the most superior and inferior vertebrae affected by the curvature (See Figure 2). Bracing eligibility for the adolescent patient is based on the degree of spinal curvature and rotation, which estimate the risk of scoliosis progression into adulthood [62]. Bracing is indicated if the growing child or adolescent has a Cobb angle or spinal curvature of 25° to 40° or has curves less than 25° along with a documented progression of 5° to 10° in the past six months; measures above 40° typically indicate surgery [59,62,63]. An ATR greater than 7° (BMI < 85th percentile) or 5° (BMI > 85th percentile) is a common clinical predictor of scoliosis and often used as a precursor to Cobb angle measurement [60,64–66].
Bracing is contraindicated in children or adolescents who are skeletally mature, overweight, or likely to be non-compliant with wearing the brace [59]. Compliance is essential; the highest benefit from brace usage in idiopathic adolescent scoliosis is seen when it is worn with the prescribed tightness for 18 h or more per day [59,67,68]. An exception to this rule exists in adolescent or pediatric patients with single vertebrae level curvatures who can be treated with night-time bracing alone [69]. Bracing in cases of adolescent idiopathic scoliosis may be discontinued once the patient has reached bone maturity, which can be estimated by either one year after menarche, a six-month halt in height growth, or Risser Sign 5 [59].

6.2. Bracing Perscriptions for Scoliosis

Bracing has been shown to provide little additional benefit after an adolescent patient has reached bone maturity [59]. Thus, early screening and initiation is paramount to bracing’s effectiveness. There is a wide variety of braces to choose from for pediatric or adolescent patients with idiopathic scoliosis. Each type of brace utilizes different correction principles and is used for a specific degree of spinal curvature. The type of brace prescribed is dependent on specific patient preference, cost, and extent of disease. Thoracolumbosacral orthosis (TLSO) is the treatment of choice to halt and reverse scoliosis progression [66,70]. This subset of spinal braces most commonly includes Boston, Charleston, Providence, and SpineCor braces [56,59]. Braces differ in being rigid or soft, depending on what materials are used. Many of the older braces, such as the Boston brace (1972), are made from hard plastic materials or stainless steel and have thus been found to be very uncomfortable and even painful to patients [59,71]. Newer braces, such as the SpineCor brace (the mid-1990s) are made of softer plastics and allow for more flexibility [59]. Using textile fabric materials made of polyester with sandwich mesh and elastic bands can also provide additional comfort and breathability for patients [71]. However, these softer braces may not improve the Cobb angle as much as the rigid braces [71].

Literature on brace usage per day is conflicting, but 18+ h yields consistent results [70,72,73]. The two main factors in successful treatment are time in brace daily and early intervention. As described above, the level of skeletal maturity is a strong indicator of treatment success. Once a patient has reached skeletal maturity or is one year or more post-menarche, bracing may be discontinued or tapered until discontinuation.
6.3. Skeletal Maturity Evaluation in Scoliosis Patients

Skeletal maturity for scoliosis treatment has typically been quantified radiographically using the Risser sign scale of iliac ossification [74]. The Risser scale grades from 0 (no ossification) to 5 (full fusion of the iliac apophysis) in increments of 25% ossification [75]. Risser stages 0–1 have highest risk for spinal curvature progression, but bracing is recommended at grade 4 and below as there may be disease progression until full ossification [74,76,77]. Although the Risser sign is typically used to evaluate skeletal maturity in scoliosis patients specifically, other modalities such as wrist (ages < 18) and clavicle (ages 18–22) imaging may provide more accurate results of bone age [76].

6.4. Adult Scoliosis

Adult patients with scoliosis are likely to present with either primary degenerative scoliosis or progressive idiopathic scoliosis [58]. Primary degenerative scoliosis is the de novo form that occurs in patients with no prior history of scoliosis, whereas the progressive idiopathic type reemerges in patients with an existing history of idiopathic scoliosis [58]. Similar to pediatric and adolescent idiopathic scoliosis, treatment for these adult forms of scoliosis can involve either surgical or nonoperative, conservative treatment such as bracing. However, in adult patients, conservative treatment is much less effective than the surgical alternative [78]. This is largely attributable to an adult’s mature skeletal structure that further stiffens with aging and will not conform, even with tight bracing. Even so, bracing is still used as a nonoperative treatment in adults with scoliosis. While a recent 2020 systematic literature review of 61 studies on adult scoliosis did not find sufficient evidence to suggest that bracing can reliably correct spinal curvature, it did observe that bracing temporarily reduces pain levels and improves function [79]. The brace achieves this improvement as it transfers trunk weight from the ribs to the iliac crests [80]. Bracing also augments lordosis or increased angles in the sagittal plane, which have been found to offset scoliosis or abnormal angles in the coronal plane in some cases, further improving pain levels [80]. As such, cases do exist in which patients with adult scoliosis had improved spinal angles and posture after 8 years of strict adherence to a lumbar brace. A 2016 prospective study with a sample size of 158 patients demonstrated this with 80% of their brace wearers showing unchanged or improved Cobb angles after adhering to bracing for around 8.5 years [80]. However, these results do not represent a statistically significant trend across similar studies [79]. There are plenty of adult scoliosis cases where patients continue to deteriorate despite the use of bracing [79]. Higher-quality studies and specifically randomized control trials (RCTs) are needed to determine bracing’s true utility in treating adult scoliosis, as there are not yet enough reliable findings to suggest their use beyond improving pain levels and function.

7. Spinal Deformity—Hyperkyphosis

Hyperkyphosis is an extreme kyphosis angle or an abnormal curvature of the thoracic spine in the anterior–posterior plane [81]. While the kyphosis angle tends to increase with normal aging, hyperkyphosis is abnormal and notably a consequence of Scheuermann’s Disease or osteoporosis [81,82].

Scheuermann’s Disease is an idiopathic juvenile vertebral hyperkyphosis characterized by wedged vertebrae of at least 5° [83,84]. It is the most common cause of hyperkyphosis of the thoracic or thoracolumbar spine in adolescents [83]. Treatment of Scheuermann’s Disease is predominantly conservative. Bracing is typically recommended in painful cases with mild hyperkyphosis [84]. However, any spinal corrections achieved with bracing usually deteriorate over time, especially with hyperkyphosis angles > 75° [85]. Therefore, other conservative treatments such as physical therapy and exercise programs are commonly recommended [86].

Similar to orthoses for adolescent scoliosis, any bracing prescribed for Scheuermann’s Disease should be utilized for >20 h per day until the patient reaches skeletal maturity [85,87].
Common braces utilized for Scheuermann’s Disease include a TLSO in cases of thoracolumbar Scheuermann’s or a Milwaukee brace (a type of CTLSO) for severe cases [84].

Osteoporosis can also lead to hyperkyphosis and has a very high prevalence ranging from approximately 20% to 40% in older adults [88]. Patients with osteoporosis sustain vertebral compression fractures as a result of the decreased bone density that characterizes the bone disease. Multilevel compression fractures can advance to hyperkyphosis in osteoporotic patients with stable compression fractures is bracing for 4 to 12 weeks, with treatment time dependent on patient stability and pain level [89]. A 2020 systematic review by Kweh et al. demonstrated that bracing in the elderly patient with kyphosis and compression fractures resulted in improved biomechanical vertebral stability, reduced kyphotic deformity, enhanced postural stability, greater muscular strength, and superior functional outcomes across four RCTs and three prospective cohort studies [90]. Another systematic review in 2022 by Sánchez-Pinto-Pinto et al. examined 11 RCTs that looked at the efficacy of wearing spinal braces in women with osteoporosis and had similar findings supporting the use of spinal orthoses [91]. In addition to objectively improved kyphosis angles, the brace-wearing patients from these studies reported improvements in pain, muscle strength, pulmonary function, and overall quality of life. Despite these promising findings, the aforementioned reviews cited few studies, thereby reducing the strength of the evidence present. Contrasting findings were documented in another 2020 systematic review by Hofler et al. who examined 16 studies (5 RCTs, 6 nonrandomized prospective cohorts, a retrospective case-control study, and 4 prospective single-arm studies), which overall found that there was limited evidence to suggest that bracing is effective in treating compression fractures in patients with osteoporosis [82]. One randomized control trial went as far as to show that bracing had no significant benefit in improving balance, reducing the dorsal kyphosis angle, or improving the overall quality of life, which is in direct contrast to the benefits reported prior [92]. Aside from not improving health outcomes, bracing has even been reported to worsen outcomes in osteoporotic patients as prolonged spinal restriction can decondition both thoracic and paraspinal muscles, resulting in atrophy, consequently increasing the risk of future falls and fractures by extension [93]. Thus, the consensus on bracing’s efficacy in reliably treating adult hyperkyphosis is still unclear. Like adult scoliosis, more high-quality research is needed to create an informed clinical recommendation for bracing in adult patients with hyperkyphosis.

8. Postoperative Spinal Bracing

Spinal bracing has long been utilized following discectomy, laminectomy, or fusion at both cervical and lumbar levels [94]. However, the use of postoperative bracing is controversial as many recent studies reported that it provides little benefit, despite still being widely prescribed by surgeons [94–97]. A 2018 systematic review of four RCTs and one prospective cohort study described no significant differences in most measures of disability, pain, quality of life, functional impairment, radiographic outcomes, and safety between patients who utilized bracing after surgery and those who did not [95]. These recent findings are also consistent between both cervical and lumbar surgeries [98,99]. Bracing following cervical procedures can even become harmful as cervical collars have been associated with pain, muscle atrophy, decubitus ulceration, breathing or swallowing discomfort, and difficulty driving [99]. Cervical collars can be expensive, ranging in price from USD25 to USD750, contributing to their questionable use [96,100]. With respect to lumbar procedures, the American Association of Neurological Surgeons (AANS) specifically recommends against the use of bracing postoperatively due to their lower efficacy rating [98,101]. Decrease in the perceived effectiveness of bracing following spine surgery may result from recent improvements in surgical techniques and instruments used in spinal procedures such as anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) [98,100]. With improved technology and technique, high levels of internal spinal stabilization are achieved with surgery alone, rendering
additional postoperative bracing redundant. However, postoperative bracing may still have utility in patients with poor levels of stabilization or fusion following surgery [100]. One such patient population includes patients who smoke, as cigarettes are detrimental to bone health and healing [102]. Therefore, a combination of surgery followed by a brace to reinforce proper stabilization and fusion may prove more effective than surgery alone. Finally, there may be specific surgical cases where braces may prove to be useful. A study by Duetzmann et al. found that wearing a clavicle brace reduced skin and fascia tension, by extension reducing acute trapezial pain in patients who underwent posterior cervical or cervicothoracic decompressions with or without fusions [103]. Overall, most literature on postoperative orthoses points towards a decreased reliance on postoperative bracing but continued research on the subject is still encouraged, especially in more specific cases such as the clavicle brace.

9. Spinal Bracing for Chronic Lower Back Pain

Similar to the cases of bracing in patients with adult scoliosis and hyperkyphosis, it is unclear to what degree patients with chronic lower back pain (CLBP) can benefit from spinal bracing. A Cochrane review by van Duijvenbode et al. in 2008 examined 15 studies with over 17,000 subjects and could not reliably suggest bracing as a benefit in cases of chronic pain, citing the need for more high-quality research [104]. Since 2008, studies have shown little benefit for treating pain relief when compared to using other nonsurgical options for treatment such as physical therapy [105–107]. A RCT from 2017, demonstrated that the combined use of both physical therapy and spinal bracing in patients with CLBP was just as effective in improving posture as in patients receiving physical therapy alone [108]. There was a trend towards decreased pain levels in patients who wore braces, however, the results were not statistically significant [108]. Another advanced prospective RCT from 2021 had similar results, citing no added benefit when spinal orthoses were used in addition to education and exercise to treat CLBP [105]. Despite these findings, bracing may still have some use in providing protection during functional movements. A 2022 RCT by Im et al. showcased that lower back orthoses are beneficial in helping patients with nonspecific lower back pain stand up from sitting [109]. Another study, a questionnaire-based survey of physicians, suggested that lumbar bracing may aid patients while performing labor intensive tasks such as lifting heavy objects [110]. These findings correlate with a common practice in weightlifting gyms, in which athletes wear belts to protect their back while squatting or lifting heavy loads. Interestingly, many of these weightlifting belts are very similar in design to medical lumbar orthoses. These belts protect the wearer by increasing intraabdominal pressure during the lift, which consequently reduces compressive forces on the spine, thereby drastically reducing the risk of spinal injury and pain [111,112]. A psychological component to the weightlifting belt may also be a contributing factor to safety as the tangible contact with the brace serves as a reminder to maintain proper posture while lifting. Medical-grade spinal orthoses may work in a similar fashion in providing support by increasing abdominal pressure during specific movements for the patient with CLBP. This theory is supported by a 2019 RCT that compared the long-term use of lumbosacral orthoses at different levels of brace tightness and pressure [113]. Samani et al. found that while pain levels improved in all groups, the greatest improvement in pain levels and proprioception was recorded by the group who wore the tightest and highest-pressure braces [113]. Thus, while perhaps spinal bracing does not provide any additional pain relief for patients with CLBP, combination with physical therapy may still be useful in instances of physical activities involving lifting or positional back pain.

10. Spinal Bracing for Pregnancy

Over the course of pregnancy, a woman’s body undergoes major physiological changes to accommodate the growing fetus. Overall abdominal size and weight gain secondary to the growing fetus and in part to the increased breast weight and expanded chest cavity, shift the pregnant patient’s center of gravity forward [114]. Changes in size are accompanied
by fluctuating hormone levels which increase ligament laxity [114,115]. These hormonal changes along with a forward-shifted center of gravity contribute to spinal misalignment, often seen as kyphosis or lordosis, which may lead to postural compromise, back pain, and gait changes [114]. As such, pregnant women can be prescribed belly wraps and pelvic support bands to reduce discomfort secondary to pregnancy-induced increased body habitus and biomechanical changes [116]. Not only do belly wraps and pelvic bands reduce back pain, but they also help with completing activities of daily living (ADLs) [114,117]. Improving ADLs is an important and often overlooked goal in pregnant patients [117]. A pelvic band would allow women to be more independent and capable both at home and in the workplace. These wraps are also affordable, improving pain and providing increased mobility at a relatively low-cost [117]. The current design for most belly belts revolves around a soft, flexible band that wraps around the pelvis at the level of the anterior superior iliac spine and hugs the bottom of the abdomen [115]. These designs will benefit from expanding the lumbar portion and adding shoulder straps to provide more support for the entire lumbar region and not just the pelvic border. A recent RCT by Heydari et al. showed just this when they compared the effectiveness of their modified belt to current belly belts [115]. Heydari et al. found that the added lumbar support of the modified belt was more effective in reducing pain levels and improving function [115]. Thus, providers should strongly consider prescribing belly belts for their pregnant patients, and more research should examine the utility of expanding pelvic support to include a larger region of the lower back for pregnant patients.

11. Braces Currently Available

Spinal braces or orthopedic braces (orthoses) are designed to serve various areas of the spinal column that each mediate their own set of pathologies. These orthoses are categorized into five categories based on the vertebrae regions the brace supports; see Table 5. Cervical, cervicothoracic, and cervico-thoraco-lumbar-sacral orthoses support the cervical column and beyond. In comparison, thoraco-lumbar-sacral and lumbosacral orthoses serve the thoracic, lumbar, and sacral regions of the vertebrae.

Table 5. The various types of orthoses, regions of the vertebrae treated, pathologies targeted, and subtypes of each orthosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Orthoses</th>
<th>Vertebral Regions Treated</th>
<th>Conditions Targeted</th>
<th>Subtypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cervical orthoses</td>
<td>C1-C6</td>
<td>Whiplash related injuries</td>
<td>Soft collars, rigid collars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervicothoracic orthoses</td>
<td>C6-T5</td>
<td>Cranial, vertebral fractures, post-op care, scoliosis</td>
<td>SOMI, Halo, Minerva braces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervico-thoraco-lumbar-sacral orthoses</td>
<td>C2-L5</td>
<td>Scoliosis</td>
<td>Milwaukee device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thoraco-lumbo-sacral orthoses</td>
<td>T6-L4</td>
<td>Idiopathic scoliosis, OVF, camptocormia</td>
<td>Boston, Charleston, Providence, Jewett, and CASH braces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbosacral orthoses</td>
<td>L3-S1</td>
<td>Degenerative lumbar vertebral conditions, lower back pain</td>
<td>Soft braces, rigid braces</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cervical orthoses (CO) serve the C1–C6 vertebral regions and can be soft or rigid collars [4]. These collars are commonly prescribed to patients following a whiplash injury. CO allow the patient to conduct activities of daily living (ADLs) as the tissues heal. A short-term 2017 study assessing the range of motion (ROM) of 25 subjects found that both types of CO collars partially immobilize the head and restrict motion [118]. However, soft collars allowed for significantly more mobility compared to rigid collars, with subjects experiencing 31% ROM during flexion compared to 21% with a rigid collar [118]. ADLs typically require 30–50% of neck ROM [118]. Therefore, rigid collars are the best at restricting motion while allowing limited mobility for ADLs [118]. During diagnoses, providers usually prescribe soft cervical orthoses since they are anecdotally stated to result in better prognosis; however, there is no conclusive evidence that these collars lead to
a faster recovery time [119,120]. Larger, more rigid braces such as cervicothoracic and cervico-thoraco-lumbosacral orthoses are needed for more serious injuries that affect larger portions of the vertebral column.

Cervicothoracic orthoses (CTO) support the lower-cervical through the mid-thoracic regions—C6–T5 [4,121]. These orthoses are used for cranial and vertebral fractures, after surgical procedures to prevent complications, or for chronic conditions such as scoliosis [66,122]. Devices in this classification include the Minerva brace, the sternal-occipital-mandibular immobilizer (SOMI), and the Halo brace [4]. These orthoses are an enhanced version of a CO with added bracing around the anterior and/or posterior thorax. The oldest of the three, the Minerva brace provides immobilization of the anterior and posterior thorax and cervical region [4,123]. A 1992 study found that the Minerva brace provided the most restriction at C3–C4 and C6–C7 regions [121]. The SOMI brace differs from the Minerva brace in that it lacks posterior support, is easier to put on, and can be used while eating [4,123]. However, the Halo brace is considered the best orthosis to hold the spine firm and is used to treat the upper and lower cervical vertebra [4,121].

In adults, the Halo brace immobilizes the cranium with four pins inserted at a force of 8 in-lb of torque into the outer layer of cranial bone connected to a circular halo structure which is stabilized by a thoracic vest [124]. Since children have a higher risk of complications at 70% compared to adults at 35%, caution is needed when applying a Halo brace [120]. Therefore, modifications such as more pins (8–12) and lower torque (1–5 in-lb) are used to prevent complications such as pin perforation past the outer layers of cranial bone [120]. However, the same modifications are not needed for the elderly population as research has found that the elderly cranium can withstand the standard four-pin arrangement at a torque of 8 in-lb and most complications post-Halo treatment are a result from underlying diseases [124,125].

Cervico-thoracic-lumbosacral orthoses (CTLSO), which serve vertebral regions C2–L5, are less prevalent due to their difficult application and bulky outward appearance [126]. The most notable CTLSO, the Milwaukee device, is used to treat severe spinal abnormalities such as scoliosis [126,127]. However, the brace is losing popularity as patients have reported mental issues with body image while wearing the brace due to its unflattering appearance [127,128]. Due to the plethora of problems with CTLSO, thoraco-lumbosacral orthoses (TLSO) have mostly replaced them.

TLSO devices serve the lower thoracic to lumbar regions and are mostly used to support vertebrae T6-L4 [4]. TLSOs such as the Boston, Charleston, and Providence braces are commonly used to treat adolescent idiopathic scoliosis [66]. Charleston and Providence braces are typical worn overnight for correction of scoliosis [129]. A 2013 study found that pediatric patients with idiopathic scoliosis who wore Boston braces had a 90% success rate of achieving a Cobb angle of <50 degrees [70]. Other less specialized TLSOs include the Jewett brace and the Cruciform Anterior Spinal Hyperextension (CASH) brace may treat various disorders ranging from osteoporotic vertebral fractures (OVF) to Parkinson’s-related camptocormia [130]. There is a high incidence of OVF in the elderly population, which may be successfully treated with Jewett braces [131]. Certain neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson’s-related camptocormia may also be treated with TLSOs such as CASH; however, further research is needed [130].

Lumbosacral orthoses (LSO) serve the L3 vertebrae to the lumbosacral junction and may be used to treat lower back pain or post-operatively [130,132]. The LSO works to partially immobilize muscles of the abdominal trunk to reduce muscle use and subsequent pain [133,134]. However, several studies have shown that LSOs do not significantly improve surgery outcomes when worn post-operatively [135,136].

12. The Future of Bracing

The future for spinal bracing lies in enhancing brace comfort and treatment efficacy through personalized bracing. Personalized bracing comes in many forms such as enhancing existing braces through actuators and bands [56]. Actuators are ridged articulations
that constantly change the form of the brace while bands hold the brace together with reasonable flexibility; both of which are used to create dynamic braces that morph with the wearer’s body. Actuator-enhanced braces such as the RoSE dynamic exoskeleton, Atlas Japet, ExMS-I, and experimental active-soft brace help the brace adapt in real time to changes in torso stiffness [137]. In essence, the brace is dynamic and changes according to each patient’s injury and treatment progression [137]. The experimental active soft brace is a combination of elastic bands and actuators that claims to correct thoracic cobb angle by 15.96 degrees, producing the desired long-term correction [138]. Band braces aim to be a more comfortable alternative to rigid braces and are more ergonomic on the body by preventing muscle atrophy [56]. Examples of soft-band braces include SpineCor, SpinealiteTM, and the TriaC brace [56]. However, there has been some debate whether these braces are as efficacious as rigid braces in correcting idiopathic scoliosis or aiding in post-operative rehabilitation [139–141].

In addition to brace enhancement, recent research has shown that through computer modeling and 3D imaging, physicians can develop orthoses through 3D printing that are specific to the patient’s ailment and more user-friendly than traditional orthoses [142,143]. The historical process of creating custom braces involves plaster molding, which often gets messy and fails to capture the patient’s unique shape [142,144]. Additionally, 3D printing could drive down costs of both plaster and plastic/metal orthoses with in-house operations [144]. Advances in robotics have also introduced motorized exoskeleton technology to treat OVFs and chronic back pain with great promise, but are currently un-tested and expensive [93].

13. Limitations

This review was limited by inherent flaws common to all narrative reviews including an unexhausstive literature review. Further, some of the studies identified in this review failed to stratify outcomes based on interventions, reducing the generalizability of their findings. Despite these limitations, the authors believe this review is an important delineation of uses and standards of practice for spinal orthosis.

14. Conclusions

Spinal bracing has a wide range of applications from preventing further injury after trauma to correcting early-age skeletal malformations. As for applications in trauma, spinal bracing may be lifesaving in instances of serious MVAs or falls. Application of cervical braces by EMS after trauma has been shown to cause more vertebral movement than allowing the patient to brace themselves. Still, the application of braces post-trauma holds great benefits to potential costs. In the instance of serious vertebral injury, the decision between wearing a brace or not could be life-altering. Soft cervical braces are beginning to be recommended over hard braces for non-lifesaving injuries.

The need for bracing is often indicated by multiple sets of criteria from certain governing bodies. The NEXUS and CCR are two sets of criteria commonly used to indicate the necessity for imaging. The CCR has been shown to have the greatest efficacy for detecting spinal injury in mature adults while a new pediatric scoring system published by the AAST is more commonly used for children and adolescents. With younger individuals, the use of radiation imaging should be highly considered under certain circumstances where SI or TBI is likely. If a spinal fracture is identified, vertebral stability should be assessed, and a treatment plan should be established. The Thoracolumbar Injury Classification and Severity Score (TLICS) and the Sub-axial Cervical Spine Injury Classification System (SLICS) are both objective and easy-to-use systems for determining spinal stability.

Bracing for scoliosis treatment is common and has a very high correction rate, but only within a certain developmental timeframe. Children and adolescents are the only demographic that may gain full correction of spinal curvature through bracing alone. Once an individual has reached bone maturity the application of a brace is often unsuccessful in correction, and surgery is indicated. In adults, bracing helps relieve symptoms of scoliosis
and prevent further compensation but cannot correct the curvature permanently. Scoliosis screening in children and adolescents is essential for disease prevention and correction and should be routinely completed by pediatric healthcare providers. The use of bracing in adult patients suffering from osteoporotic changes like hyperkyphosis has shown promise in symptom relief but current literature is conflicting.

Post-operative bracing has also come into question and seems to be unnecessary for most spinal surgery patients. Spinal braces should be avoided post-operatively as they restrict natural motion and are often considered redundant as orthopedic hardware stabilizes the spine appropriately, except for patients at risk for weakened stabilization or fusion, such as smokers or diabetics.

Chronic lower back pain (CLBP) rarely indicates the need for bracing and is often unrelieved with bracing techniques. Physical therapy is a much better alternative and has consistently been shown to improve low back pain. Bracing during pregnancy decreases pain and enhances the mother’s ability to perform activities of daily living both at home and in the workplace. Bracing in pregnant patients should be expanded to include the lumbar spine in addition to the pelvis and belly to provide additional support and improved weight distribution.

Current braces and those that will come to market in the future have two main goals in mind: comfort and correction. Braces currently on the market are often bulky, uncomfortable, and visually unappealing, making the wearer less willing to comply with their treatment regimen. Although these braces are very cumbersome, the results are excellent. Newer more flexible braces are more comfortable but less effective within the same timeframe. Testing with new dynamic braces is promising and could help merge the gap between comfort and correction. Patient compliance is a major limiting factor to spinal correction and should be heavily discussed with each patient when comparing bracing options.

The application of spinal braces is essential for multiple pathologies but often overused as a preventative measure. In instances of trauma or young-age scoliosis, the braces are essential in treatment, but in other cases can cause harm or are simply unnecessary. This is not to say that braces should be avoided altogether, as the benefits of spine stabilization could be lifesaving. Overall, spinal bracing is widely used and must be considered as a means of post-traumatic stabilization or spinal correction in many circumstances.
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